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We analyze the sensitivity of low-energy fundamental symmetry tests to interactions mediated by
doubly-charged scalars that arise in type II seesaw models of neutrino mass and their left-right symmetric
extensions. We focus on the next generation measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in Møller
scattering planned by the MOLLER collaboration at Jefferson Laboratory. We compare the MOLLER
sensitivity to that of searches for charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV) and neutrinoless double beta-
decay (0νββ-decay) as well as present and possible future high-energy collider probes. We show that for the
simplest type-II seesaw scenario, CLFV searches have the greatest sensitivity. However, in a left-right
symmetric extension where the scale of parity-breaking is decoupled from the SUð2ÞR-breaking scale, the
MOLLER experiment will provide a unique probe of scalar triplet interactions in the right-handed sector
for a doubly-charged scalar mass up to ∼10 TeV and help elucidate the mechanism of 0νββ-decay.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.055013
I. INTRODUCTION
Explaining the origin of the nonvanishing but tiny
neutrino masses is a key open problem for particle physics.
The simplest scenario entails introducing right-handed
neutrino (RHN) fields and Yukawa interactions akin to
those for the charged elementary fermions of the standard
model (SM). However, the required neutrino Yukawa
couplings are significantly smaller (by at least six orders
of magnitude) than the corresponding electron Yukawa
coupling, ye, a feature that many consider theoretically
unappealing. An attractive alternative is the high-scale
type I seesaw mechanism [1–5], wherein the RHNs carry
a heavy Majorana mass MN—the seesaw scale—up to
∼1014 GeV. The corresponding Yukawa couplings can
then be of order Oð1Þ, while the suppressed neutrino mass
scale arises from the ratio of the weak and seesaw scales.
Several tree-level variations of this paradigm have been
discussed over the years, such as type II [6–11], III [12],
inverse [13,14] and linear [15,16] seesaw models.
If the seesaw mechanism is realized in nature, it is
entirely possible that the seesaw scale MN is considerably
lower than in the conventional picture. For example, if
MN ∼ 1 TeV, the corresponding Yukawa couplings could
be somewhat smaller than ye—a situation that would not
be wholly out of line compared to the vast spread in the
magnitudes of the charged fermion Yukawa couplings.
Alternatively, larger Yukawa couplings could be made
compatible with the neutrino oscillation data in a natural
way in the inverse [13,14,17] and linear [15,16,18] seesaw
models with small lepton number breaking. Yet another
possibility is by making the vacuum expectation value (vev)
responsible for neutrino mass generation much smaller
than the electroweak scale, as in the case of type II seesaw
[6–11]. In such low-scale seesaw scenarios, one could
utilize laboratory experiments to probe the predicted new
particles and interactions.
In this study, we consider the opportunity to exploit low-
energy, high-precision experiments to probe the low-scale
type II seesaw mechanism. This genre of experiments—
sometimes denoted the precision or sensitivity frontier—
are sensitive either to small deviations from the SM
predictions or to rare phenomena that are highly suppressed
or forbidden in the SM [19]. We focus in particular on the
interplay of searches for charged lepton flavor violation
(CLFV) and the neutrinoless double beta-decay (0νββ-
decay) of heavy nuclei with a next generation measurement
of the parity-violating asymmetry in fixed-target, polarized
Møller scattering. While the sensitivity of CLFVand 0νββ-
decay for the type II seesaw parameter space have been
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considered previously (see, e.g., Refs. [20–27]), the oppor-
tunity with parity-violating Møller scattering has received
less attention. Our study is motivated, in part, by the
proposed MOLLER experiment [28,29] that is planned for
the 12 GeV beam at Jefferson Lab. In the absence of
physics beyond the SM (BSM), the MOLLER asymmetry
measurement will determine the scale evolution of the weak
mixing angle to unprecedented precision. Any deviation
from the SM expectation could signal the presence of BSM
scenarios, such as a heavy Z0 gauge boson [30,31] (not
much room left for this possibility), a light “dark Z” boson
[32,33], or R-parity conserving and violating supersym-
metric models [34,35].
Our emphasis in this work falls on the possible signa-
tures of the scalar isospin-triplets in the type II seesaw
[6–11] and its left-right symmetric extensions [36–38] as
a case study. These triplets and their interactions with the
SM leptons are a key ingredient in the type II scenario:
(i) The simplest type II scenario involves the scalar
multiplet ΔL that transforms as a complex triplet
under the SM SUð2ÞL gauge group. The neutral
component of ΔL receives a nonzero vev vL=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
,
leading to the light neutrino Majorana mass matrix
mν ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
fLvL; ð1Þ
where fL is a 3 × 3 matrix of triplet Yukawa
couplings to the left-handed (LH) lepton-doublet
fields. The LH doubly-charged scalar component
HL of the triplet ΔL couples to same-sign charged
leptons, with the Yukawa couplings fL intimately
related to the neutrino mass and mixing data [39].
The electron element, i.e., ðfLÞee, would mediate the
low-energy electron-electron scattering, and thus
get constrained by the upcoming MOLLER data,
as shown in Sec. II.1
(ii) The left-right symmetric model (LRSM) [36–38],
originally proposed as a minimal extension of the
SM for providing an alternative approach to parity
violation in low-energy processes, has emerged as a
well-motivated model for neutrino masses via the
type I [1–5] and/or type II [6–11] seesaw mecha-
nisms. The LRSM has all the important ingredients
of type II seesaw and thus turns out to be also a
natural extension of the minimal type-II seesaw. In
addition, the extra scalar and gauge bosons and
RHNs in the heavy right-handed (RH) SUð2ÞR
sector are also crucial for the neutrino mass physics
[45] and might also be tested in the high-intensity/
precision frontier [46–50], including the proposed
SHiP [51] and MATHUSLA [52] experiments.
As a “partner” of HL under parity, there exists
an RH doubly-charged scalar HR , originating from
an SUð2ÞR-triplet scalar ΔR and coupling to the RH
charged leptons via the Yukawa coupling matrix fR.
Parity symmetry requires that the (gauge and)
Yukawa couplings of HL;R are the same, i.e.,
fL ¼ fR, which has profound implications for the
light and heavy neutrinos, as well as for the low
energy Møller scattering, as shown in Sec. IV.
With the neutrino mass formula in Eq. (1), all the
elements of fL are correlated by neutrino oscillation data.
These elements also include the flavor nondiagonal cou-
plings relevant to CLFV processes, such as μ → eee and
μ→ eγ [53]. Given the correlation of all couplings through
neutrino oscillation phenomenology, the element ðfLÞee is,
thus, also subject to the stringent CLFV limits (see, e.g.,
Ref. [54]). In the LRSM with parity symmetry, one has
fL ¼ fR, so the same constraints will apply in this scenario
as well. As we show in Secs. III and IV, even if the neutrino
data uncertainties are taken into consideration, the
MOLLER sensitivity is superseded by CLFV bounds,
independent of the present lower bounds on the HL
obtained from direct collider searches (see below for a full
discussion). Consequently, if the MOLLER experiment
yields a deviation from the SM, one would need to extend
the pure type II seesaw or the parity-conserving LRSM in a
manner consistent with the CLFV constraints.
Indeed, if parity symmetry is not completely restored at
the TeV scale in the LRSM, then the CLFV constraints on
the ðfRÞee no longer apply. Theoretically, this possibility
has been considered previously. Some of the Yukawa
couplings could be different (fL ≠ fR), for instance, in
the LRSM with D-parity breaking [55] where by intro-
ducing a parity-odd singlet with high-scale vev, one can
give a large mass to ΔL so that it decouples from the low-
energy theory. Experimentally, the MOLLER experiment
could probe a large parameter space of this scenario that is
beyond the reach of past, current and future low- and high-
energy experiments, such as
(i) direct same-sign dilepton pair searches at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼
13 TeV LHC [56,57], which are roughly 800 GeV
and 657 GeV for the LH and RH doubly-charged
scalars, respectively;
(ii) the lower-energy constraints on HR from the LEP
eþe− → eþe− (Bhabha scattering) data [58];
(iii) the non-observation 0νββ-decays in EXO-200 [59],
KamLAND-Zen [60], GERDA [61], MAJORANA
DEMONSTRATOR [62], CUORE [63] and NEMO-
3 [64], and the prospect in the ongoing and upcom-
ing 0νββ experiments [65].
Only a direct measurement of the Yukawa coupling ðfRÞee at
future lepton colliders, such as CEPC [66], FCC-ee [67], ILC
[68] or CLIC [69] could surpass the MOLLER sensitivity
for the entire parameter space of interest (see Fig. 9).
1These results also apply to leptophilic doubly-charged scalars
appearing in other neutrino mass models, such as the Georgi-
Machacek model [40,41], Zee-Babu model [42,43] and Babu-
Nandi-Tavartkiladze model [44].
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The remaining sections are organized as follows: The
MOLLER prospects are sketched in Sec. II. Section III is
devoted to the LH doubly-charged scalar in the minimal
type II seesaw model. Section IV focuses on the RH
doubly-charged scalar in parity-conserving LRSM. The
parity-violating case of LRSM follows in Sec. V. We
conclude in Sec. VI.
II. MOLLER PROSPECTS
The MOLLER collaboration proposes to measure the
parity-violating asymmetry APV in the scattering of longi-
tudinally polarized electrons off unpolarized electrons at
Jefferson Lab to an overall precision of 0.7 ppb, which will
measure the weak charge of the electron QeW to an overall
fractional accuracy of 2.4% [28,29].2 This gives a model-
independent sensitivity to new four-electron contact inter-
action (Fig. 1 left panel) amplitude as
Λﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jg2RR − g2LLj
p ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
GFjΔQeW j
q ≃ 7.5 TeV; ð2Þ
where gLL;RR are the coupling constants for the new
vector and axial vector interactions between LH and RH
electrons, respectively, and GF is the Fermi coupling
constant. Here, we have used jΔQeW=QeW j ¼ 0.024, with
QeW ¼ −1þ 4 sin2 θW at tree level, θW being the weak
mixing angle. We also take into account the impact of one-
loop electroweak radiative corrections, which reduce the
magnitude of QeW by ∼40% compared to the nominal tree-
level value [28].
Since the LH and RH doubly-charged scalars couple to
two electrons [cf. Eqs. (6) and (14) below], the correspond-
ing s-channel exchange four-electron amplitude for Møller
scattering e−e− → H−−L;R → e
−e− (Fig. 1 right panel) that
violates lepton number by two units at each vertex can be
written as
MPV ∼
jðfLÞeej2
2M2HL
ðe¯LγμeLÞðe¯LγμeLÞ þ ðL↔ RÞ: ð3Þ
If we just keep the HL , this is equivalent to a contact
four-fermion interaction with the effective cutoff scale Λ ¼
ML with jgLLj2 ¼ jðfLÞeej2=2 and gRR ¼ 0 in Eq. (2). The
agreement between the proposed APV measurement and
the SM prediction would therefore constrain the ratio of the
LH doubly-charged scalar mass MHL and the Yukawa
coupling ðfLÞee to electrons at the level of
MHL
jðfLÞeej
≳ 3.7 TeV; ð4Þ
at 95% confidence level (CL),3 which applies equally to
the RH doubly-charged scalar (with L↔ R in the equation
above). This sensitivity does not depend on how the
doubly-charged scalars HL;R decay or how they couple
to other (beyond) SM particles, and it is largely comple-
mentary to the direct searches of LH and RH doubly-
charged scalars at high-energy colliders. We emphasize in
particular that depending on the magnitude of fee (L, R
subscripts suppressed), the mass reach in Eq. (4) could
exceed the prospective high-luminosity LHC reach and
even the future 100 TeV pp collider reach [71–73]. Of
course, the scale of jfeej will depend on the specific type II
seesaw implementation and the corresponding value(s) of
the triplet vev(s).
To obtain additional intuition for the interplay of fee,
MH , and the MOLLER sensitivity in Eq. (4), we show in
the left panel of Fig. 2 the contribution of H (either LH
or RH) to the parity-violating asymmetry in the MOLLER
experiment, dubbed as δAPV, as a function of the doubly-
charged scalar mass MH for three benchmark values
of jfeej ¼ 0.01 (blue), 0.1 (green) and 1 (red). In the right
panel of Fig. 2, the δAPV is depicted as a function of the
Yukawa coupling jfeej for three benchmark masses of
MH ¼ 100 GeV (red), 1 TeV (green) and 10 TeV (blue).
Note that in the simplest type II seesaw scenario, the scale
of vL goes roughly as mν=fL [cf. Eq. (1)]. Electroweak
precision tests require that vL ≲ 5 GeV [74,75]. The ranges
for fee indicated in Fig. 2 are consistent with these
constraints, given that mν ≲ eV. In both panels of Fig. 2,
the shaded regions with δAPV > 17 ppb are excluded by
the current most stringent limit from E158 [76]. The
MOLLER experiment could reach a higher precision of
0.7 ppb [28], as indicated by the horizontal dashed line in
Fig. 2, which would probe a HL;R mass up to ≃10 TeV, as
long as fee remains perturbative. Looking ahead, we also
note that the illustrative sensitivities in Fig. 2 will be most
relevant to the LRSM with parity-violation (Sec. V), as
the bounds from CLFV searches supersede that of the
FIG. 1. Effective 4-fermion interaction (left) and doubly-
charged scalar contribution (right) for the Møller scattering.
2It has also been proposed to measure the weak mixing angle in
electron-proton scattering experiment P2 [70], with a comparable
sensitivity to MOLLER, which is however not relevant to the
doubly-charged scalars, which are hadrophobic and do not couple
directly to quarks.
3Note that the reach of 5.3 TeV reported in Ref. [28] is at the
1σ level.
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MOLLER sensitivity for the minimal type II and parity-
conserving LRSM, as shown below.
III. LEFT-HANDED DOUBLY-CHARGED
SCALAR IN TYPE II SEESAW
In the minimal type II seesaw, in addition to the SM
Higgs doublet ϕ ¼ ðϕþ;ϕ0ÞT, one introduces a complex
SUð2ÞL scalar triplet that can be written as
ΔL ¼

δþL=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
δþþL
δ0L −δ
þ
L=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

: ð5Þ
A non-zero vev for the Higgs doublet field hϕ0i ¼ vEW=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
(with vEW ≃ 246 GeV being the electroweak scale) induces
a tadpole term for the scalar triplet field ΔL, thereby
generating a non-zero vev for its neutral component,
hδ0Li ¼ vL=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, and breaking lepton number by two units
in the presence of the interaction (6) below. As the vev vL
sets the scale for the light neutrino masses, it is expected
to be much smaller than the electroweak scale, possibly
even close to the eV scale. As noted above, electroweak
precision data require that vL ≲ 5 GeV [74,75]. In the limit
of vL ≪ vEW, after spontaneous symmetry breaking, we
obtain the neutral CP-even component H ≃ Reδ0L=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
,
the CP-odd component A ≃ Imδ0L=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, the singly-
charged scalar H ≃ δL , and the doubly-charged scalar
HL ¼ δL .
The triplet ΔL couples to the SM lepton doublet
ψL ¼ ðν;lÞTL via the Yukawa interactions
LY ¼ −ðfLÞαβψTL;aαCεabΔLψL;bβ þ H:c:; ð6Þ
where a, b are the isospin indices, α; β ¼ e, μ, τ denote the
lepton flavor,C is the charge conjugation matrix and εab the
antisymmetric tensor. Then the light neutrino mass matrix
is obtained with the induced vev vL [cf. Eq. (1)]:
mν ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
fLvL ¼ UmˆνUT; ð7Þ
where mˆν ¼ diagfm1; m2; m3g the diagonal neutrino
masses and U is the standard PMNS mixing matrix.
Thus, the Yukawa coupling matrix fL is fixed by neutrino
oscillation data [39]: the observed neutrino mass squared
differences and mixing angles, up to the unknown lightest
neutrino mass scale m0, the neutrino mass hierarchy, and
the CP violating phases.
A. Constraints
For phenomenological purposes, it is reasonable to
assume that the triplet scalars are mass degenerate at the
tree-level; in this case the mass splitting MHL −MH ≃
540 MeV can be induced at the one-loop level by inter-
actions with the SM gauge bosons [77]. Then the decay
HL → H
W is expected to be highly suppressed. For
sufficiently small vL, the coupling ofHL to a same signW
boson pair is also highly suppressed. One finds that for
vL ≲ 0.1 MeV, the LH doubly-charged scalar HL decays
predominantly into a same-sign dilepton pair, i.e., HL →
lα lβ [78–80]. At high energy colliders, such processes
are almost background free, and the most stringent mass
limits onHL are obtained from direct dilepton searches at
the
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV LHC [56,57]. From the Drell-Yan
production pp → γ=Z → HþþL H
−−
L and the subsequent
decays HL → e
e, the current LHC limit is roughly
MHL ≳ 600–800 GeV, depending on the branching frac-
tion of HL to the di-electron channel. The limits are
expected to be more constraining if the photon fusion
process γγ → HþþL H
−−
L is also taken into consideration
[81]. With more data from 13 TeV LHC and future 14 TeV
FIG. 2. Left: The contribution of H (either LH or RH) to the parity-violating asymmetry δAPV in the MOLLER experiment, as a
function of the doubly-charged scalar mass MH , for three benchmark values of the Yukawa coupling jfeej ¼ 0.01 (blue), 0.1 (green)
and 1 (red). Right: δAPV as a function of the coupling jfeej for three representative values of the doubly-charged scalar mass MH ¼
100 GeV (red), 1 TeV (green) and 10 TeV (blue). In both panels, the shaded region at the top is excluded by the E158 experiment [76],
and the horizontal dashed line indicates the projected MOLLER sensitivity [28].
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and high-luminosity stages, the doubly-charged scalar
could be probed up to a TeVor so. Future 100 TeV hadron
colliders like SPPC [82] or FCC-hh [83] would push the
reaches even higher, but as far as we know, there is no
dedicated study on the future prospects of HL at 100 TeV
collider.
Given the LFV couplings ðfLÞαβ, the doubly-charged
scalar HL could induce rare flavor violating decays such
as lα → lβlγlδ, lα → lβγ, as well as contribute to the
anomalous magnetic moments of electron and muon, and
muonium-anti-muonium oscillation [84] which are all highly
suppressed in the SM [39]. Among the limits obtained from
studies of these processes, the most stringent are those from
μ → eee and μ → eγ. The partial widths for these tree and
loop level processes are respectively [24,85–91]
BRðμ→ eeeÞ ≃ jðfLÞ
†
eeðfLÞeμj2
4G2FM
4
HL
; ð8Þ
BRðμ → eγÞ ≃ αEMj
P
lðfLÞ†μlðfLÞelj2
3πG2FM
4
HL
; ð9Þ
where αEM is the fine structure constant and in Eq. (9) we
have summed up all the diagrams involving l ¼ e, μ, τ
lepton running in the loop. The current limits of BRðμ →
eeeÞ < 1.0 × 10−12 [92] and BRðμ→ eγÞ < 4.2 × 10−13
[93] put severe constraints on the combinations of LFV
couplings in Eqs. (8) and (9), which correspond to an
effective cutoff scale of Λ ≃MHL =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jf†fj
p
:
μ → eee∶
MHLﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jðfLÞ†eeðfLÞeμj
q > 208 TeV; ð10Þ
μ → eγ∶
MHLﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jPlðfLÞ†μlðfLÞelj
q > 61 TeV: ð11Þ
These limits are clearly more stringent than the MOLLER
prospects given by Eq. (4); see below for more details.
B. MOLLER prospect
In light of the type II seesaw relation in Eq. (7), the
projected MOLLER limit on the Yukawa coupling ðfLÞee
in Fig. 2 can be applied to the triplet vev vL via vL ¼
ðmνÞee=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðfLÞee. Here ðmνÞee is nothing but the effective
electron neutrino mass in 0νββ decays. However, in the
pure type II seesaw, the contribution of HL to 0νββ decay
is suppressed by the doubly-charged scalar mass compared
to the canonical terms induced by the Majorana neutrino
mass ðmνÞee [cf. Eq. (17)]. Thus in the minimal type II
seesaw, the 0νββ can not set any limits on the doubly-
charged scalar HL [23]. We adopt the neutrino mass and
mixing data from Ref. [39] for both normal hierarchy (NH)
and inverted hierarchy (IH), which are collected in Table I.
Though the recent T2K [94] and NOνA [95] results
indicate a preference for non-zero δCP, this has not been
established at 5σ level; therefore, we vary it within the
whole range of ½0; 2π.
To take into consideration the uncertainties of neutrino
data, we vary the solar and atmospheric neutrino mass
squared differences and the three mixing angles within their
2σ ranges, as shown in Table I. The lightest neutrino mass
m0 is unconstrained by the oscillation data, and we vary it
between ½0; 0.05 eV to satisfy the cosmological limit on the
sum of neutrino masses
P
imν;i < 0.23 eV [96]. The value
of vL is taken to be from 10−3 to 10 eV.
4 We assume all the
input parameters obtained from neutrino oscillation data,
the lightest neutrino mass and the vev vL are uniformly
distributed in their corresponding ranges. Then we obtain the
coupling ðfLÞee from these input parameters by using Eq. (7)
and compare it to the MOLLER sensitivity.
Figure 3 gives the resulting scatter plots for the shift in
the parity-violating asymmetry δAPV as a function of vL,
for both NH (left) and IH (right) of neutrino masses, with
the doubly-charged scalar mass fixed at MHL ¼ 1 TeV.
As in Fig. 2, the shaded region is excluded by E158 [76]
and the horizontal dashed line gives the MOLLER sensi-
tivity [28]. One can see from these plots that the MOLLER
experiment is sensitive to a small vev
vL ≲ 0.3 eV ×
MHL
1 TeV
−1
: ð12Þ
For heavier (lighter) doubly-charged scalar HL , the
Yukawa coupling ðfLÞee is expected to be larger (smaller),
and the MOLLER experiment is sensitive to a smaller
(larger) vL in Fig. 3. In the NH case, the element ðmνÞee is
rather sensitive to the lightest neutrino mass m1, thus the
TABLE I. Best-fit values and 2σ ranges [39] of the neutrino
mass square differences and mixing angles for NH and IH used in
our numerical analysis. The Dirac CP phase δCP and the
Majorana phases α and β are left unconstrained.
parameters NH IH
Δm221 [eV2] ð7.53 0.18Þ × 10−5 ð7.53 0.18Þ × 10−5
jΔm232j [eV2] ð2.45 0.05Þ × 10−3 ð2.52 0.05Þ × 10−3
sin2 θ12 0.307 0.013 0.307 0.013
sin2 θ23 0.51 0.04 0.50 0.04
sin2θ13 0.021 0.0011 0.021 0.0011
δCP ½0; 2π ½0; 2π
α ½0; 2π ½0; 2π
β ½0; 2π ½0; 2π
4If vL is too large, the coupling ðfLÞee will be very small and
out of the MOLLER reach; see Fig. 3.
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resultant scattered band is rather broad in the left panel of
Fig. 3. In the IH case, ðmνÞee is almost independent of the
lightest neutrino mass m3, thus the band in the right panel
of Fig. 3 is much narrower, which reflects only the
uncertainties of the mass squared differences and mixing
angles in Table I.
The CLFV decays μ→ eee and μ→ eγ depend on
different combinations of the Yukawa couplings ðfLÞαβ,
as shown in Eqs. (8) and (9). Nevertheless, one could still
compare the results from searches for these CLFV proc-
esses to the MOLLER prospect in Eq. (4) in a straightfor-
ward way, as all the Yukawa entries ðfLÞαβ are correlated
by the neutrino data in the framework of type II seesaw,
as shown in Eq. (7). To this end, with the same sets of
randomly-scattered neutrino input parameters as above, we
evaluate the corresponding δAPV in MOLLER experiment,
BRðμ → eeeÞ and BRðμ→ eγÞ, following the formulae in
Eqs. (8) and (9), as functions of vL and jðfLÞeej. The results
for the NH and IH are presented in the left and right panels
of Fig. 4, respectively. In both panels, the blue points could
be tested with the MOLLER experiment (Fig. 3), while the
orange points (including the blue ones) are excluded by the
current μ → eγ constraint. The red points (including
the blue and orange points) are excluded by the current
μ→ eee limit. As implied by Eqs. (4), (8), and (9), an
observable δAPV in the MOLLER experiment is clearly
precluded by the current limits from the CLFV decays
μ→ eee and μ → eγ, even after taking into consideration
the neutrino parameter uncertainties in Table I and the
unknown lightest neutrino mass.
For the loop-induced decay μ → eγ, we have summed
up in Eq. (9) all contributions involving an intermediate
electron, muon or tau lepton, corresponding respectively to
the terms l ¼ e, μ, τ in the numerator of Eq. (9). If the light
neutrino masses are of NH, then the electron loop con-
tribution, which is proportional to ðfLÞeeðfLÞeμ, can be
sensitive to the lightest neutrino massm0 and much smaller
than the muon and tau lepton contributions. Thus, in the left
FIG. 3. The contribution of HL to the parity-violating asymmetry δAPV in the MOLLER experiment, as a function of the vev vL in
the minimal type-II seesaw for the doubly-charged scalar mass MHL ¼ 1 TeV. The left (right) plot is for NH (IH). In both panels, the
shaded region is excluded by E158 [76], and the horizontal line indicates the projected MOLLER sensitivity [28].
FIG. 4. Scatter plots of the vev vL and the Yukawa coupling jðfLÞeej in the type-II seesaw withMHL ¼ 1 TeV and for NH (left) and
IH (right). The blue points can be tested at MOLLER (Fig. 3), while the orange points are excluded by μ → eγ, including the blue region
as indicated by the arrow, and the red ones are excluded by μ → eee including also the orange and blue regions as indicated by the arrow.
The green ones are still allowed by both μ → eee and μ → eγ limits.
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panel of Fig. 4, the boundary for the μ → eγ limit in orange
is almost vertical and independent of ðfLÞee. In contrast, the
μ → eee limit in red depends both on ðfLÞee and the vev vL,
as implied by Eq. (8). In the IH case, the contribution of
electron loop to μ → eγ is important, thus in the right panel
of Fig. 4 the μ → eγ limit is somewhat sensitive to ðfLÞee.
In light of these results, we deduce that an observation
of non-vanishing δAPV by the MOLLER experiment
would imply that the simplest type II seesaw has to be
extended to accommodate the deviation (assuming no other
BSM contributions to the asymmetry). We discuss one such
possibility, namely, the LRSM, in the following two
sections.
IV. RIGHT-HANDED DOUBLY-CHARGED
SCALAR IN THE LEFT-RIGHT EXTENSION
OF TYPE II SEESAW
The left-right symmetric model [36–38], which provides
a natural embedding of the type II seesaw, contains two
scalar triplets—ΔL and ΔR—that transform nontrivially
under SUð2ÞL and SUð2ÞR respectively. In the limit of
small mixing between all the neutral, singly-charged and
doubly-charged scalars of ΔL and ΔR, the LH triplet ΔL
can be identified as that in the type II seesaw in Eq. (5); the
RH triplet
ΔR ¼

δþR=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
δþþR
δ0R −δ
þ
R=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

ð13Þ
is the counterpart of ΔL under parity and the RH doubly-
charged scalar is identified as HR ¼ δR . The triplet ΔR
couples to the RH lepton doublets ψR ¼ ðN;lRÞT via the
Yukawa interactions
LY ¼ −ðfRÞαβψTR;aαCεabΔRψR;bβ þ H:c:; ð14Þ
with Nα the heavy RHNs. A nonzero vev of the neutral
component hδ0Ri ¼ vR=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gives rise to theMajoranamasses
for the RHNsMN ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
fRvR, and parity symmetry dictates
equality of theYukawa couplings fR ¼ fL. In the LRSM, the
small neutrino masses receive, in principle, contributions
from both type I and type II seesaw mechanisms:
mν ≃ −mDM−1N mTD þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
fLvL; ð15Þ
withmD theDiracmassmatrix. Since the focus of this study is
on the type II mechanism, wewill assume here that the type I
seesaw contribution is small, i.e., the LRSM is in the type II
dominance regime for neutrino mass generation (below,
we comment briefly on the implications of relaxing this
assumption). Since parity implies fL ¼ fR the heavy and
light neutrinomasses are related viamν=MN ≃ vL=vR. In this
case, the RHN masses are proportional to those of the active
neutrinos, rescaled by the vev ratio vR=vL, and the RHN
mixing matrix UR is identical to the PMNS matrix U
in Eq. (7).5
Importantly, all CLFV limits on the couplings and mass of
LH doubly-charged scalar HL —such as the stringent
constraints from μ → eee and μ → eγ—also apply to the
RH HR sector; one needs only to replace the LH doubly-
charged scalar mass and the Yukawa couplings in Eqs. (8)
and (9) by those forHR . Moreover, the parity relation fR ¼
fL implies that the elements of the Yukawa coupling matrix
fR are also related to the active neutrino masses and mixing
angles, as in the minimal type II seesaw. Using the same scan
over neutrino mass and mixing parameters as in Sec. III, we
may compare the MOLLER reach with the limits from
μ→eee and μ → eγ: the plots of BRðμ → eeeÞ and
BRðμ→ eγÞ as functions of jðfRÞeej are presented respec-
tively in the left and right panels of Fig. 5 with the RH
doubly-charged scalar mass MHR ¼ 1 TeV, for both NH
(upper) and IH (lower) cases. In these plots the horizontal
lines are the current experimental LFV limits (with the
regions above these lines excluded) and the vertical line
indicates the MOLLER reach (Fig. 2). Again, the parameter
regions accessible to the MOLLER experiment have already
been excluded by the CLFV constraints for both NH and IH,
irrespective of the neutrino parameter uncertainties.
In principle, both the LH and RH doubly-charged scalars
can contribute to the LFV observables and the MOLLER
asymmetry, and in this case their contributions will be added
to each other. Parity symmetry implies they do so con-
structively, and their relative importance will depend on the
magnitudes of the scalar masses. In the LRSM, if parity is
violated, i.e., fL ≠ fR (see Sec. V below), then for particular
values of phases of fL;R, the LH and RH contributions may
cancel against each other, thereby opening up an allowed
window for MOLLER sensitivity. However, we do not
entertain this fine-tuned possibility here.
V. RIGHT-HANDED DOUBLY-CHARGED SCALAR
IN LRSM WITH PARITY VIOLATION
If parity is not completely restored in the LRSM at
the TeV scale, the Yukawa couplings fL;R might not be
equal. This possibility may also allow one to address some
theoretical issues for neutrino mass generation in the
LRSM. Specifically, the minimization conditions of the
scalar potential require that vL ∼ v2EW=vR. This implies
that, for TeV scale vR, we have vL ∼O ðGeVÞ, which gives
an unacceptably large type II seesaw contribution to the
light neutrino masses mν ∼ fLvL if fL ¼ fR ∼Oð1Þ. One
solution is to invoke significant cancellations between the
type I and type II contributions [cf. Eq. (15)] to keep the
neutrino masses at the sub-eV level. A more natural way is
to eliminate the type II seesaw contribution altogether: in a
5A similar situation holds for the mixings in the quark sector
[97,98] under these assumptions.
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LRSM with D-parity breaking [55], by introducing a
parity-odd singlet with high-scale vev, one can give a large
mass to ΔL so that it decouples from the low-energy theory.
Then the neutrino masses are generated via the type I
seesaw mν ≃ −mDM−1N mTD.
A. Neutrinoless double beta decay
In the presence of parity-violation, one must consider an
additional set of prospective constraints associated with
0νββ decays of nuclei, a lepton-number violating process
that has not yet been observed. In general, if the light
neutrinos are Majorana particles, then their exchange will
induce 0νββ-decay through the amplitude illustrated in the
left panel of Fig. 6. In the LRSM, there are extra contribu-
tions from interactions of the heavyWR, H−−R boson and the
RHNs Ni [99–108], corresponding to the right and middle
panels, respectively, of Fig. 6. The H−−L contribution
associated with the right panel of Fig. 6 is negligible, as
it is suppressed by ðfLÞeevL=M2HL . Neglecting the heavy-
light neutrinomixing and the smallW −WR mixing, the half
lifetime of 0νββ can be factorized to be of the form [24]6
½T1=2−1 ¼ GjMνην þMNðηN þ ηδRÞj2; ð16Þ
with G the phase space factor,Mν andMN the NMEs for
the diagrams with light and heavy neutrinos, respectively.
The dimensionless factor ην ¼ ðmνÞee=me (me being the
electron mass) is the canonical term with the effective
electron neutrino mass
ðmνÞee ¼
X
i
U2eimν;i
¼ m1c212c213 þm2s212c213eiα þm3s213eiβ ð17Þ
encoding the Majorana phases α and β and the mixing
angles θij (with cij ≡ cos θij, sij ≡ sin θij). If we have the
LH doubly-charged scalar HL , its contribution ηδL is
suppressed by the coupling to the SM W boson (the small
vev vL), or effectively suppressed by the doubly-charged
scalar mass i.e., ηδL ≃ ðm2e=M2HL Þην [23], thus the contri-
bution from HL can be safely neglected.
The last two terms in Eq. (16) are respectively from the
RHN and HR diagrams:
ηN ¼ mp

gR
gL

4

mW
MWR

4X
i
ðURÞ2ei
MNi
¼ mp
4

vEW
vR

4X
i
ðURÞ2ei
MNi
; ð18Þ
FIG. 5. Scatter plots of BRðμ → eeeÞ (left) and BRðμ → eγÞ (right) as functions of jðfRÞeej in the LRSM for NH (upper) and IH
(lower), with the RH doubly-charged scalar mass MHR ¼ 1 TeV. The horizontal lines indicate the corresponding current CLFV limit
(with the regions above these lines containing the red points excluded), and the vertical line gives the MOLLER prospect.
6If the W −WR mixing is sizable, then the nuclear matrix
element (NME) for this contribution is enhanced by chiral
symmetry, and in principle, can compete with the light and
heavy neutrino contributions in Eq. (16). See Ref. [109] for more
details.
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ηδR ¼ mp

gR
gL

4

mW
MWR

4
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðfRÞeevR
M2HR
¼ mp
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

vEW
vR

4 ðfRÞeevR
M2HR
; ð19Þ
where mp is the proton mass,MNi the mass eigenvalues for
the three heavy RHNs, and UR the RHN mixing matrix.
Note that there is essentially no dependence on the gauge
coupling gR in Eq. (19): at the amplitude level, the WR
boson couples to the fermions or the scalar HR with the
strength g2R, which cancels out the gR dependence in theWR
propagator. The RH doubly-charged scalar mass in Eq. (19)
is effectively suppressed by the vR scale.
The heavy and light neutrino contributions to the 0νββ
decays have already been discussed on general grounds,
e.g., in Refs. [20,26,101,103,109]. To set 0νββ decay limits
on the RH doubly-charged scalar HR and the coupling
ðfRÞee, we have to compare the three terms in Eq. (16)
and identify the region in which the HR contribution
dominates. Let us first make the comparison of the last
factors in Eqs. (18) and (19), with ðfRÞeevR ∼MNi , we get
the ratio ηN=ηδR ∼M
2
HR
=M2Ni , which means that the
doubly-charged scalar contribution is expected to be
larger than that from the RHNs if HR is lighter, i.e.,
MHR ≲MNi . If the RHNs Ni are lighter than HR , then
the contribution of Ni to 0νββ (the middle diagram in
Fig. 6) is expected to be more important than that of HR
(the right diagram in Fig. 6), which would weaken to some
extent the 0νββ constraints on the doubly-charged scalar
HR . In this sense, we are considering here the scenario in
which the 0νββ constraints are most likely to compete with
those from other fR-dependent observables.
Comparing then the HR contribution in Eq. (19) with
the canonical term ην gives
ηδR
ην
¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

vEW
vR

4
 ðmνÞee
ðfRÞeevR

−1

memp
M2HR

: ð20Þ
One can see that if the doubly-charged scalar massMHR ∼
TeV and the Yukawa coupling ðfRÞee ∼Oð1Þ, the contri-
bution from HR could be comparable to the ην term and
thus get constrained by the limits from KamLAND-Zen
[60] and GERDA [61]. The limits from EXO-200 [59],
CUORE [63] and NEMO-3 [64] are somewhat weaker and
are thus not explicitly considered here.
As in Secs. III and IV, we scatter the neutrino data in
Table I within their 2σ ranges, the lightest neutrino mass
m0 ∈ ½0; 0.05 eV, and adopt the NMEs
Mν∶ ½2.58; 6.64 for76Ge; ½1.57; 3.85 for 136Xe;
MN∶ ½233; 412 for 76Ge; ½164; 172 for 136Xe;
ð21Þ
and the phase space factor G ¼ 5.77 × 10−15 yr−1 for 76Ge
and 3.56 × 10−14 yr−1 for 136Xe from Ref. [110]. We set the
RH scale vR ¼ 5
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
TeV, and the results are shown in Fig. 7
for both NH (left) and IH (right) cases. All the gray points (or
the region above the long-dashed red line) are excluded by the
current limits of 1.07 × 1026 yrs for 136Xe from KamLAND-
Zen [60] and 8.0 × 1025 yrs for 76Ge from GERDA [61], at
the 90% CL, while the blue points are allowed. This implies
an upper bound on jðfRÞeej=M2HR , as shown by the solid
brown line in Fig. 8 for the IH (for NH, the bound is slightly
weaker). Note that the dependence on the doubly-charged
scalar mass and the Yukawa coupling is different from
MOLLER sensitivity in Eq. (4) and the CLFV limits in
Eqs. (8) and (9). For heavier HR and/or smaller coupling
ðfRÞee, the contribution of HR is suppressed [cf. Eqs. (19)
and (20)] and the 0νββ decays are dominated by the light
neutrino diagrams [cf. the ην term in Eq. (16)]. In such case,
the KamLAND-Zen and GERDA limits are no longer
applicable to HR , which is indicated by the short-dashed
red line in Fig. 7.
B. Collider constraints
In the type I dominance of LRSM, the neutrino data
do not only depend on the coupling fR but also on the
Dirac neutrino mass matrix mD. As the matrix mD is
completely unknown, we cannot constrain the fR couplings
by solely using the neutrino data, and all the elements of fR
can be considered as free parameters, though they are
intimately connected to the heavy RHN masses through
MN ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
fRvR. Moreover, most of the CLFV constraints
FIG. 6. Feynman diagrams for the parton-level 0νββ decays induced by the active neutrinos νi (left), the heavy RHNs Ni (middle) and
the RH doubly-charged scalar HR (right), which correspond respectively to the ην, ηN and ηδR terms in Eq. (16).
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such as those from μ → eee and μ→ eγ also cannot be
used to constrain the element ðfRÞee, as they depend also on
other entries of the fR matrix like ðfRÞeμ that—in this
scenario—are not connected to ðfRÞee through neutrino
properties. Thus, we consider other observables that
depend directly on ðfRÞee.
The heavy HR in the t-channel could mediate the
Bhabha scattering eþe− → eþe− and interfere with the SM
diagrams mediated by either s or t-channel γ=Z. This alters
both the total cross section and the differential distributions.
If the Yukawa coupling ðfRÞee is of order one, HR could
be probed up to the TeV scale [111,112]. By Fierz trans-
formations, the coupling ðfRÞee of HR contributes to the
effective four-fermion contact interaction
1
Λ2eff
ðe¯RγμeRÞðe¯RγμeRÞ; ð22Þ
and is thus constrained by the LEP eþe− → eþe− data [58]
with Λeff ≃MHR =jðfRÞeej corresponding to the effective
cutoff scale. It turns out the LEP data in Ref. [58] set more
stringent limits than those in Refs. [111,112] and requires
that Λeff ≃MHR =ðfRÞee > 1.5 TeV, somewhat weaker
than the MOLLER sensitivity in Eq. (4). The correspond-
ing LEP limit on the doubly-charged scalar massMHR and
the coupling jðfRÞeej is shown in Fig. 8 as the orange curve.
In the LRSM, the doubly-charged scalar HR could
decay into a pair of same-sign charged leptons HR →
lα lβ or into a pair of (off-shell) heavyWR bosonsH

R →
WðÞR W
ðÞ
R (note that the singly-charged component
from ΔR is eaten by the heavy WR boson after symmetry
breaking) [72]. The current K and B meson oscillation data
require that the WR boson is heavier than roughly 3 TeV
[97,113]; thus a TeV-scale (or lighter) doubly-charged
scalar HR decays predominantly into same-sign dilepton
pairs for a sizable Yukawa coupling ðfRÞαβ, and the most
stringent dilepton limits are from the LHC 13 TeV data
[56,57]. If HR decays predominantly into e
e pairs, its
mass is required to be larger than 657 GeV, which is
indicated by the vertical red line in Fig. 8. Note that the
coupling of HR to the SM Z boson is proportional to
−2 sin2 θW , which leads to a destructive interference
between the SM photon and Z-exchange amplitudes. On
the other hand, in the case of HL , the coupling to the Z
boson is proportional to 1–2sin2θW , and the constructive
interference of the SM photon and Z diagrams renders the
limits more stringent.
FIG. 7. The scatter plots of 0νββ decay constraints on the RH doubly-charged scalar massMHR and the Yukawa coupling jðfRÞeej in
the parity-violating LRSM with neutrino spectrum of NH (left) and IH (right) and with vR ¼ 5
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
TeV. All the gray points (regions
above the long-dashed red line) are excluded by either KamLAND-Zen [60] or GERDA [61] data, while those in blue are allowed.
Below the short-dashed red line, the contribution ofHR to 0νββ decays is sub-dominant to the canonical light neutrino Majorana mass
contribution. The brown region at top is excluded by the perturbativity requirement: jðfRÞeej <
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
p
.
FIG. 8. MOLLER prospect for the RH doubly-charged scalar
massMHR in the parity-violating LRSM and the coupling jðfRÞeej
(dashed purple line). We also show the same-sign dilepton limits
from LHC 13 TeV assuming HR decaying predominantly into
electrons [56,57] (red), LEP eþe− → eþe− limit [111] (orange),
and 0νββ limits from current KamLAND-Zen [60] and GERDA
data [61] (solid brown), as well as the future projection, both
assuming an IH for the light neutrino spectrum. For theNHcase, the
0νββ limit is slightly weaker (see Fig. 7). The dark gray region is
excluded by the perturbativity limit jðfRÞeej <
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
p
.
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C. Future collider prospects
At a future high-energy lepton collider like CEPC [66],
FCC-ee [67], ILC [68] or CLIC [69], with an integrated
luminosity of order 1 ab−1, the coupling ðfRÞee could be
probed to a much smaller value compared to LEP-II using
the Bhabha scattering. Let us consider the CEPC 240 GeV
as an explicit example. The cross section for Bhabha
scattering eþe− → eþe− is about 1.4 times smaller than
at LEP II. On the other hand, the CEPC integrated
luminosity is expected to be three orders of magnitude
larger than that at LEP, where the integrated luminosity was
merely 675 pb−1 [58]. As a rough estimate, we rescale the
LEP eþe− → eþe− limit in Ref. [58] by a factor of
½ðσLEP=σCEPCÞðLLEP=LCEPCÞ1=2, with σ and L being the
corresponding Bhabha cross section and integrated lumi-
nosity respectively. Given 1 ab−1 of data, the prospective
CEPC reach is 30 times stronger than that at LEP [58], as
indicated by the dashed blue line in Fig. 9.7
At a future 100 TeV hadron collider [71] like SPPC [82]
or FCC-hh [83] with a larger production cross section, the
doubly-charged scalar HR could be pair-produced in the
Drell-Yan process and probed to a higher mass range than
at LHC. Given an ultimate luminosity of 30 ab−1, the HR
prospect could go up to 3.4 TeV in the Drell-Yan channel
[72], with an RH scale of vR ¼ 5
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
TeV, as shown by the
vertical dashed red line in Fig. 9.8
D. MOLLER prospect
All the current limits on the doubly-charged scalar mass
MHR and the coupling jðfRÞeeÞj are collected in Fig. 8,
including those from the same-sign dilepton searches at
LHC 13 TeV (red), the LEP eþe− → eþe− data (orange)
and the 0νββ limit (solid brown). The 0νββ limits corre-
spond to the red long-dashed lines in Fig. 7 for IH (for NH,
the bound is slightly weaker and not shown here). All the
shaded regions are excluded. The naïve perturbative limit
jðfRÞeej <
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
p
is indicated by the solid black line. We also
indicate the prospective reach of future ton-scale 0νββ
experiments [65], assuming an increase in half-life sensi-
tivity of two orders of magnitude (to 1028 years) compared
with the present constraints. The representative future eþe−
and hadron collider reaches are indicated separately in
Fig. 9 for comparison.
We highlight several salient features of these results:
(i) In contrast to the simplest type-II seesaw in Sec. III
and the RH HR in parity-symmetric LRSM in
Sec. IV, there exists a considerable portion of the
parameter space for HR interactions in the parity-
violating LRSM that could be tested by MOLLER, as
indicated by the dashed purple curves in Figs. 8 and 9.
(ii) It is clear that for this scenario the high energy
experiments are largely complementary to the low-
energy fundamental symmetry tests. By direct pro-
duction of HR , a high energy collider experiment
could probe a lower doubly-charged scalar mass
than MOLLER, but extend to much smaller values
of the coupling ðfRÞee. On the other hand, for aOð1Þ
Yukawa coupling ðfRÞee, the doubly-charged scalar
mass MHR could be probed up to ≃10 TeV, which
is far beyond the direct search capability of LHC or
even future 100 TeV colliders.
(iii) The results of the MOLLER experiment could also
have significant implications for the interpretation of
0νββ experiments. For an HR mass above ∼5 TeV,
one could anticipate a nonzero signal in theMOLLER
experiment without a corresponding observable effect
in the next generation 0νββ searches. On the other
hand, for lighter masses, an observable HR contri-
bution to the MOLLER asymmetry would imply a
nonzero signal in the future 0νββ experiments, barring
any cancellation between the different amplitudes in
Fig. 6. Interestingly, the transition between these two
mass regimes corresponds to the reach of a prospective
future hadron collider. In short, the combination of
these probes could help determine the mechanism of
the 0νββ process should a ton scale experiment yield a
nonvanishing result.
VI. CONCLUSION
Uncovering the dynamics responsible for generation
of the non-vanishing light neutrino masses remains a
FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 8, along with the prospect of
Bhabha scattering at CEPC 240 GeV with a luminosity of 1 ab−1
(dashed blue), and the prospect at future 100 TeV collider with a
luminosity of 30 ab−1 (vertical dashed red line), assuming the RH
scale vR ¼ 5
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
TeV.
7If kinematically allowed, the doubly-charged scalar could also
be singly produced, e.g., in the processes eþe− → eeH∓∓R
and eγ → e∓HR ; see Ref. [84] for a complete analysis.8For the future collider prospects of smaller fR values and the
resultant displaced vertex signals, see Ref. [114].
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forefront challenge for particle physics. In this work, we
have studied how the interplay of various low-energy tests
of fundamental symmetries with both neutrino oscillation
phenomenology and present and future high-energy col-
lider studies could probe the ingredients in the type II
seesaw mechanism and its extensions in left-right sym-
metric models. We have focused in particular on the impact
of interactions mediated by the doubly-charged component
of a complex scalar triplet, which is a key ingredient in
these neutrino mass models.
For both the simplest type II seesaw and its extension to a
LRSM with parity symmetry (equality between the LH
and RH triplet Yukawa couplings), searches for charged
lepton flavor-violating processes such as μ → eee and
μ → eγ provide the most powerful constraints. In these
scenarios, the flavor nondiagonal couplings are linked to
the flavor-diagonal couplings by virtue of the neutrino mass
matrix and, in the case of the parity-symmetric LRSM, by
the assumption of parity symmetry. Combined with these
relations, the present neutrino oscillation results and
null results for CLFV searches imply that interactions
mediated by the doubly-charged scalar would be too feeble
to generate an observable effect in the next generation
parity-violating Møller experiment planned by the
MOLLER collaboration.
On the other hand, when parity symmetry is broken in
the LRSM at a scale much higher than the SUð2ÞR-breaking
scale, the connections with CLFVobservables via neutrino
phenomenology are lost. In this case, the MOLLER reach
will exceed that of the present LEP II constraints and for
sufficiently large Yukawa couplings ðfRÞee and doubly-
charged scalar massMHR , the direct search limits from the
LHC as well as from a future 100 TeV hadron collider. We
also find that the results of the MOLLER experiment could
have interesting implications for the interpretation of future
ton-scale 0νββ experiments. Only with the advent of a
future high luminosity eþe− collider, such as the CEPC or
FCC-ee, would the reach of high energy collider probes
exceed that of the MOLLER experiment for this scenario.
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